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Message from the Secretary General
by Dr. Udai P. Singh
It has been more than 6 months since I became Secretary General. Your ACECC
secretariat has been busy and hard at work during this time, and it has been a great
learning experience. Not one week went by without activity. Communications with
members and leaders as well as routine activities such as updating information on
the ACECC website and collecting membership fees were part of the work. I will point
out the non-routine work done by the secretariat between the 39th and 40th ECMs.
The Secretary General is immensely involved in looking at ways to increase ACECC membership. Due to
the pandemic and language difficulties, communication with Moscow Department Russian Society of Civil
Engineers (MD RSCE) was a big challenge, but we overcame it working through phone, WhatsApp
messages, and emails. This resulted in the Deputy Director of MD RSCE (Mr. Oleg Tyurin) and his
interpreter (Ms. Tatiana Sudonkina) attending the PCM and ECM in March 2021 and responding to our
questions satisfactorily, especially in convincing us that MD RSCE is representing the interest of the entire
Russian Society of Civil Engineers. We extend a warm welcome to MD RSCE as our 15th member.
March 4th was World Engineering Day for Sustainable Development. Through my contacts at ASCE I found
out that the Stimson Center’s Alliance for a Climate Resilient Earth (ACRE) was putting together a joint
declaration on this day by some of the world’s largest engineering organizations committed to sustainable
development. I pointed out to ACRE that working on sustainable development and infrastructure is one of
the main missions of ACECC. We were invited to work on the press release, with ACECC being one of the
organizations on the joint declaration that was released on 4th of March. Steps like this are important to
ACECC’s recognition as a leading international engineering organization.
The strategic planning effort that I had initiated in 2020 as ASCE representative was completed under my
new role later in the year. The ACECC Strategic Plan, with participation by all members and approval by the
40th ECM, becomes an important planning document for ACECC’s improvement and expansion of its
membership and activities in future years. We expect several task committees to be formed as a result of
adoption of the Strategic Plan, to implement the strategies so we can reach the six goals identified in this
document.
A review of Guidelines and Terms of Reference for Technical Committees (TCs) was conducted. I prepared
a proposal to update the Guidelines, working with TC Chairs, Chair of the Technical Coordinating Committee,
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and the two Deputy Secretaries General. This proposal will be discussed at the next (30th) TCCM. It is
heartening to note that the 29th TCCM approved the formation of a new TC: TC 27 (Interdisciplinary
Strategic Foresight for Infrastructure) led by PICE.
Our colleagues from ICE(I) are working hard on planning of CECAR 9, as we saw from their presentation at
the 34th PCM and 40th ECM. The Secretariat has been assisting the LOC Chair (Mr. Prithipal Singh) and his
team where needed, especially in publicity and communications. It should be an excellent CECAR
conducted at a beautiful venue (Goa, India) next year. And congratulations to KSCE for being awarded
CECAR 10, to be held at another beautiful venue (Jeju, S. Korea) in October 2025.
The Future Leaders Forum (FLF) has taken off to a new level, thanks to leadership from Er. Sohail Bashir
(IEP) and Er. Shalendra Ram (EA). The Secretariat was actively involved in assisting them to conduct the
elections of the Future Leader Committee and other activities. We have a dynamic group of young leaders in
the FLF, and their technical seminar at the 40th ECM was fantastic.
With the ongoing pandemic, it was a challenge to conduct the various events at the 40th ECM. CICHE
overcame this challenge and proved to be a marvelous host, conducting the TCCM, PCM, ECM, and
technical seminars organized by TC 14, TC 25, and FLF. All meetings and seminars were well attended. I
worked closely with Prof. Chiwan Hsieh (CICHE) to assist him in the planning and implementation of these
events virtually (through Zoom). Many members and I have already expressed our thanks and appreciation
to CICHE for hosting a successful 40th ECM even under these difficult circumstances.
In late 2020 and early 2021 I was working with Fed. MES on preliminary planning of the 41st ECM in Yangon,
Myanmar. All was going well until the military coup in Myanmar on 1st February. Due to the political situation
in Myanmar, Fed. MES reluctantly pulled out of hosting the 41st ECM while affirming that they would very
much like to host the 42nd ECM in March/April 2022 when the situation is expected to be much better. I
contacted many ACECC members in March, requesting them to host the 41st ECM. ASCE came forward just
in time and the 40th ECM approved them to host the 41st ECM virtually from the Washington, DC area. We
thank ASCE for stepping in at a much-needed time. And we look forward to having an in-person 42nd ECM in
Yangon, Myanmar next year. We also wish our colleagues from Fed. MES a restoration of democracy,
peace, and normal lifestyle in the months to come.
Finally, thank you all for your co-operation and support. I wish all our members a back to “normal” life this
year, free from the pandemic.
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Message from the Deputy Secretaries General
by Mr. Shalendra Ram
ACECC has made good progress with virtual interactions since the 39th ECM to the
late March 2021 40th ECM. We are learning and getting better at virtual meetings and
we may introduce some virtual meeting protocols in the future. I have interacted with
ACECC’s Secretary General Dr. Udai Singh and Deputy Secretary General Dr.
Seunghak Lee monthly and it has helped understand this important ACECC
organisation.
As Co-Chair for ACECC’s Future Leaders Forum I’m grateful to be collaborating with the Future Leaders
Group and the Future Leaders Committee for 2021. They are a very proactive group of young professionals
who will lead ACECC in the future. Their focus on networking and sharing of knowledge through continuing
professional development monthly will be well received by ACECC’s future leaders and their peers.
I have also assisted with the preparation and look forward to future implementation of the ACECC Strategic
Plan, discussions with Engineering New Zealand to join ACECC and contributing to the draft ACECC Code
of Ethics. I’m keen to work with the ACECC’s Chair TCCM, Chair PCM, Chair ECM, Chair Finance, Chair
FLF, Deputy Secretary General and the Secretary General, to ensure ACECC remains relevant to the
majority of civil engineers in all ACECC member countries.
As a final note, while we are now amid receiving COVID vaccinations and getting on with our lives, we must
not forget the many who have succumbed to COVID. In closing, I trust you will enjoy this newsletter and
we all look forward to hopefully a prosperous remainder of 2021.

by Dr. Seunghak Lee
On behalf of KSCE, I would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere gratitude
to all our ACECC friends for giving us the honor to host CECAR10 in 2025. In particular,
I appreciate PICE for sending the first congratulations to KSCE after the ECM. We will
do our best to make this opportunity an excellent example for the following CECARs.
We, the two Deputy Secretaries General (Mr. Shalendra Ram and I), have been closely
working with Secretary General (Dr. Udai Singh) for a smooth and efficient operation of ACECC, including a
monthly online meeting. We also had a couple of meetings with the Chairs of TCCM, PCM & ECM for
discussing the progress of CECAR9 preparations. I give my great respect to them for their tremendous
efforts and dedications to organize the event successfully.
It was unfortunate that we were not able to physically gather again in the 40th ECM, and had to experience
the inevitable limitations of ‘online’ meeting in sharing our feelings and ideas closely. But, I do believe we
made one more step for our successful cooperation within ACECC through those meetings. I hope we can
meet in person soon.
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Message from the Chairman
by Dr. R. M. Vasan
It gives me immense pleasure to extend my greetings to all the members from various
ACECC Institutions. The efforts made by the host CICHE in successfully organising the
40th ECM and virtual seminars through the zoom meetings are appreciated.
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During the meeting, approval was granted to MD-RSCE to become the 15th member of ACECC. Heartiest
welcome to the members of Russian Society of Civil Engineering. It is heartening to note that ACECC has
become the part of World Engineers Day Declaration published by STIMSON Centre. The efforts made by
Dr. Udai P. Singh to highlight the role played by ACECC in promoting collaboration on “Climate Emergency
and Importance of Climate Resilient Sustainable Infrastructure” are appreciated.
The ACECC Strategic Plan prepared jointly with the efforts of Dr. U. P. Singh and ACECC members was
agreed to be the strategic plan which will be considered for implementation in accordance with ACECC
constitution. Lively technical sessions were conducted on various TC’S. A new TC “InterdisciplinaryStrategic
Foresight for Infrastructure” was approved.
TC25’s Dr. Brian O’Donnell and Paul Mitchell invited proposals for partnership with different universities for
collaboration in pavement research to develop safer, stronger and environment friendly pavements.
A well organised session of Future Leaders Forum was held with active participation of young engineers
from the various countries. Significant presentations were made on ASCE road map to sustainable
development, role of Civil engineers globally in building better quality of life and collaborative efforts in Civil
Engineering training and practice. Useful discussions were held on building disaster free cities and
developing early warning systems for risk reduction and prevention of multiple hazards due to various
vulnerable conditions. It is significant that FLF is growing in line with ACECC expectations under the
directions of Chair Engr. Bashir (IEP) and Co-Chair Shalendra Ram (EA)
We look forward to participation of members associated with ACECC during the CECAR9 being hosted by
ICE (I) in Goa (India).

Message from the TCCM Chair
by Dr. Shiv Dutt Sharma
It gives me immense pleasure to write down my feelings regarding the
Technical Committee of ACECC and their operation as well as change
desired on the selection of new Technical Committee.
In the last ECM, I mentioned the important features from the 28th TCCM.
The 29th TCCM held in Taipei on 5th March 2021 was conducted virtually through Zoom Meeting.
There are 9 Technical Committees which were active from the last TCCM to the current TCCM. The active
Technical Committees include TC14, TC17, TC28, TC21, TC22, TC23, TC24, TC25 and TC26. Respective
Chairs of the TC’s reported on their work from the period between the last TCCM and the current one. Due
to the pandemic not much practical work could be conducted and a few of the Committees conducted some
Seminars/Webinars in the virtual mode. The various TC’s explained their plans for holding TC Sessions
during CECAR9 and their request for suggested TC Sessions has been accepted by the ACECC LOC Chair
for CECAR9. Necessary arrangements would be made for such TC Sessions during CECAR9. TC22 Chair
made a request to appoint Dr. M Sikder, IEB as the Co-Chair for TC22. This was accepted and
recommended to the ECM which approved the same.
A new TC entitled “Futures Thinking and Strategic Foresight for Infrastructure” was suggested by Dr. Benito
M. Pacheco of PICE. After deliberations the name suggested for this TC was “Interdiciplinary Strategic
Foresight for Infrastructure”. It was accepted in principle and will be called TC27.
TC14 and TC25 conducted seminars on 26th and 27th March, 2021 respectively. Both the seminars were
quite lively and well received by the ACECC member societies.
Photograph of the TCCM in progress through ZOOM Meeting and that of the Conference Room of ICE (I)
with the ACECC Chair TCCM conducting the meeting are also placed.

I wish every member of the ACECC is safe and in good health in this pandemic time.
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Message from the PCM Chair
By Dr. Rajinder Ghai
In the times of COVID-19, we all are waiting for things to get back to normal, but the
situation is getting worse by every day with the second wave of this deadly virus.
Therefore, by keeping the safety as priority, the 34th Planning Committee Meeting
of ACECC's 40th ECM was again held via Zoom meeting only.
Firstly, I would like to thank and congratulate the Chinese Institute of Civil and
Hydraulic Engineering (CICHE) for organising and hosting this meeting on 25th
March 2021 at 13:00 – 16:30 (Taiwan Time). The meeting started with a welcome note by PCM Chairman Dr.
Rajinder Ghai and continued as per agenda.
This time, there were many agenda points which needed detail discussions and the meeting took almost 3
hours and 30 minutes. The listed summary of the discussed points along with decisions made is given
below: 1. The Strategic Action Plan of ACECC as lead and presented by Dr. Udai P. Singh (Secretary General) with
6 proposed goals, and to exercise these goals, the proposal has been recommended by PCM for
approval by the ECM.
2. The application for ACECC membership of Moscow Department of Russian Society of Civil Engineers
(MD-RSCE) has been accepted and recommended for approval.
3. ACECC signed the Press Release/Joint Statement with STIMSON Center to commemorate World
Engineering Day for Sustainable Development - March 4, 2021 with the efforts of Dr. Udai, and was
appreciated by all members.
4. ACECC Future Leaders Forum Planned Activities
•

Er. Shalendra Ram (EA) and Er. Sohail Bashir (IEP) presented the FLF activity report along with FLF
organisation chart, FLF committee elections, activity plans towards CECAR 9, FLF program, activities
and expected outcomes. The Planning Committee recommended the FLF activities to ECM for
approval.

5. ACECC Awards Nominations, Selection, and Schedule
•

Dr. Luh-Maan Chang (CICHE), Chair of Subcommittee on ACECC Awards, presented the action plan
for ACECC awards and the details of subsequent activities, which are to be done in the next ECMs in
chronological order with proper timelines. The proposed activities were well planned and presented
thoroughly, which was appreciated by all members.

•

Dr. Chang also introduced Ms. Anita Huang, program manager of Awards Subcommittee.

6. Detailed plans for CECAR9
•

On behalf of LOC Chair, Prof. T. R. Piplani (Director, CECAR9, ICE, India) presented the report with
the details of budget, venue, CECAR9 outreach, collaboration with industries, online registrations, fee
schedule along with dates, CECAR9 Expo, dedicated CECAR9 account and program overview
(presented by Dr. S. D. Sharma).
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•

Dr. Rajinder Ghai gave a presentation on publishing the CECAR9 conference proceedings for the first
time in a special issue of Lecture Notes in Civil Engineering (LNCE) published by Springer and
indexed by Scopus and EI Compendex database. The same is recommended by PCM for approval by
the ECM.

•

Dr. S. L. Swamy (Chairman, ICE, India) proposed to use the name and logo of ACECC for wide
publicity of CECAR9 for all the upcoming collaborative events of the host country (ICE, India) with
other intuitions until the commencement of CECAR9. Proposal was recommended by PCM for
approval by the ECM.

7. To host the next conference CECAR10, both KSCE and PICE were given the rules and procedures for
detailed presentation and voting at ECM.
8. Planning for the 41st ECM and the host of the 42nd ECM were also discussed.

Please find some of the glimpses of the 34th PCM below.
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Message from the LOC Chair
By Mr. Prithipal Singh
Greetings!
I am happy to Chair the LOC of the prestigious International conference
called the Civil Engineering Conference in the Asian Region known as
CECAR, which is a triennial event of the Asian Civil Engineering
Coordinating Council (ACECC). I am happy that this conference is being
organized for the first time in India by ICE (I).
Engineering has always had an essential role in development and human welfare. Ensuring that future
generations of engineers and scientists will be able to design solutions for local and global challenges is
critical. To recognize the indispensable role that engineers play in designing, building and maintaining the
infrastructure that is essential to economic progress and the achievement of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.
The theme of this conference has aptly been chosen as “Sustainable Design and Eco-Technologies for
Infrastructure”. Our priority as engineers is to provide leadership in the establishment of a collaborative
partnership among Academia, Industry and Government to advance global solutions to meet the need for
livable communities for everyone, anywhere, through resilient, and sustainable civil infrastructure systems
and industrial, commercial, institutional and residential facilities.
I am pleased to share few Firsts ‘Leading the Way’:
1. CECAR is being hosted in India for the First Time, that too at Goa which is the perfect refuge for mind,
body and soul. Goa will revitalize, refresh and renew the vibrant spirit of life.
2. CECAR proceedings will be published by well renowned peer journal publisher Springer with worldwide
accessibility indexed in SCOPUS and EI Compendex etc.
3. Industry, Academia and Research Institutions are the engines of economic growth of the country.
Collaborating with them will help reinforcing CECAR’s approach and increasing the range and quality of
business partnering in promoting the products and services for the benefit of the World. Partnership with
community groups, public and private sectors are an essential part of our efforts to deliver campaigns for
the public good. They allow the public and communities to help shape and deliver policy and services.
4. The Engagement with internal and international intellectual networks and learned societies is one of the
determinants of the Standards of Research Quality.
5. Many more in pipeline…

We are continuously sharing the progress reports on the preparation of CECAR9 in the various ECMs to
update all the member economies and seeking their active cooperation.
As I am not keeping too well, I have requested my colleague Prof. T.R.Piplani, Director (CECAR), ICE (I) to
shoulder my responsibilities, which he is delightedly taking it up on my behalf, until I return.
Stay Safe and Hopeful
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Future Leaders Group Update
The FLG in Feb 2021 nominated and voted for the FLC. The 2021 FLC is as follows:
Name

Country

Position

Ms Prasanti Widyasih Sarli (Asih)

Indonesia

Chair

Mr Suraj Gautam

Nepal

Deputy Chair (Male)

Ms Maria Kay S. Eco

Philippines

Deputy Chair (Female)

Mr Warren Keith Neites

Philippines

Secretary

Ms Purnima Acharya

Nepal

Member (Female)

Mr Timothy S. Abel

USA

Member (Male)
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FIGURE 1 PICTURE OF FLC FROM ONE OF OUR MEETINGS
Past Activity: ACECC 40th ECM Future Leader Forum Seminar
As part of the 40th ECM Future Leader Forum (Mar 27, 2021 13:30 - 15:30 Taipei Time), we held a Future
Leader Forum Seminar with presentations from country representatives of CICHE, ICEI, ASCE, HAKI and
JSCE. The presentation titles and presenters were as follows
Presentation Titles

Presenters

A whole new Shihmen Reservoir, CICHE FL

Miss Liao Wen-Wen, Associated Engineer, Conservation
Section, North Branch, Water Resource Agency, MOEA,
Taiwan

A Risk-based Approach to Pipeline Condition

Mr. Andrew Yu, Project Technical Lead, Stantec Consulting

Assessment, CICHE FL

Services, Inc., Taiwan Branch

Role of Young Engineers in Successful

Dr. Raju Sharma, Asst. Professor, Thapar Institute of

Implementation of SDGs in India, ICEI FL

Engineering and Technology, Patiala, India

Leveraging construction technology to accelerate

Dr. Ying-Chieh Chan, Asst. Professor, National Taiwan

progress towards the SDGs, ASCE FL

University, Taipei, Taiwan

Status of the ASCE Roadmap to Sustainable

Timothy S. Abel, Staff Transportation Engineer, Pennoni,

Infrastructure, ASCE FL

Philadelphia, PA, USA

Building Resilience for All: Indonesian Building Stock

Dr. Prasanti Widyasih Sarli

Assessment and Multi-Hazard Risk Map, HAKI FL
JSCE Activities for Successful Implementation of

Dr. Hiromasa Iwai, Asst. Professor, Nagoya Institute of

SDGs, JSCE FL

Technology, Nagoya, Japan
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FIGURE 2 GROUP PICTURE FROM ECM FUTURE LEADERS FORUM
Ongoing and Upcoming Activity
The Elected FLC meets fortnightly to discuss the coming agenda, while the FLG meets monthly every last
Saturday of the month. The first International Webinar Series will be hosted by HAKI/Indonesia with
information as follows
Disaster Resilient Infrastructure: Indonesian Mega-Projects Navigating through Various Challenges,
1 May 2021 (1.30-2.30 PM Jakarta Time)

In the first International Webinar series organized by the Future Leaders of the Asian Civil Engineering
Coordinating Council, we will be hosted by HAKI/Indonesia and YMG-FIB, where we will learn about the
various challenges that Indonesia is facing in terms of disaster (Earthquake, Flooding, etc.), and how their
Mega Projects are trying to build resilience against these many challenges. Disasters are inevitable, but it is
a Civil Engineer’s biggest task to protect society against various possible threats that may come its way.
Through this series we hope to start a heightened discussion among Young Asian Civil Engineers, on
Disaster Resilience and its many aspects.

The speakers with their presentation title are as follows.
Presenter

Presentation Title

Daniel Hutabarat

Geotechnical Aspect for Disaster Resilient

Postdoctoral Researcher

Infrastructure in Indonesia

Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center / University of
California, Berkeley
Vincent Yosafat Butarbutar & Alve Yunus

Settlement and Deformation Observation and

Construction Manager and Engineering Manager

Evaluation Analysis of Jakarta Bandung High

Jakarta-Bandung High Speed Train Project Section 4 WIKA

Speed Train

Kirana Rongsadi

Evaluation of the Degree of Consolidation of

Engineer

Coastal Reclaimed Lands based on Settlement

PT. Geotechnical Engineering Consultant

Data and CPTu : Makassar Reclamation Project

ACECC Event Calendar
Date
June 10-11, 2021
June 19-21, 2021

Name of Event
MACE Annual Conference
International Conference on Press-in
Engineering (ICPE 2021)

Venue
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
Kochi, Japan

September 8-10, 2021

JSCE Annual Conference

Yokosuka, Japan

September 23-25, 2021

ACECC 41st Executive Committee Meeting

Washington, DC, USA

October 6-9, 2021

ASCE Annual Convention

Chicago, United States

October 20-22, 2021

KSCE 2021 CONVENTION

Gwangju, South Korea

November 2021

Engineers Australia Annual Conference

Sydney, Australia

March/April 2022

ACECC 42nd Executive Committee Meeting

Yangon Myanmar

September 21-23, 2022

Civil Engineering Conference in the Asian
Region (CECAR 9)

Goa, India

ACECC website: http://www.acecc-world.org/
Chairman:
Secretary General:

Dr. R M Vasan., Institution of Civil Engineers, India
Dr. Udai P. Singh, D.Engr., American Society of Civil Engineers
E-mail: udaipsingh1@gmail.com

ACECC Secretariat Office, ASCE Headquarters, 1801 Alexander Bell Drive, Reston, VA 20191, USA
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